
Dreaming of a holiday pumpkin pie with fruit from your home garden? Or maybe you are hoping to serve 
those purple potatoes with your Spring lamb dinner? Long North Country winters can make storage of 
crops in the home a difficult, but not impossible, task. 

Now that the heavy frost has arrived and snow is on its way, gardeners and producers will likely have 
harvested most, if not all, of their fall crops. Consumers may have also taken advantage of surplus 
vegetables available at their local farmer’s market at the end of the season. After a season spent planting, 
watering, and weeding, it would be effort and money wasted to see these crops shrivel or rot as a result of 
poor storage practices.  

Unfortunately, very few of us have a dedicated root cellar for vegetables and have to make do with the 
conditions within our houses and apartments. Winter storage can be challenging because houses tend to 
be way too dry and warm for many crops, causing them to dry out or sprout prematurely. Space is also a 
consideration. Crops stored in unheated outbuildings may freeze, ruining them.   

The first consideration is to determine the unique storage requirements for your particular crop. Some 
crops have a long shelf-life in storage while others deteriorate quickly and should be used early in the 
season. Cornell’s storage guide for commercial growers (https://rvpadmin.cce.cornell.edu/uploads/
doc_500.pdf) details the *perfect* storage conditions for individual crops. One look at these charts will tell 
you that ideal storage conditions differ considerably from the average household. Ingenuity is often 
required to approximate these conditions in a household. 
 

Basements, especially those that are unfinished and barely heated (e.g. warm enough to keep pipes from 
freezing), tend to be good choices. Heated garages or enclosed porches are another space to consider. 
Thermostatically controlled plugs, turning on when the temperature drops below 38F, can be used to 
control small heaters in spaces where freezing is a potential. As always, follow manufacturer’s directions 
when using heating appliances to prevent creating a fire hazard. 

An extra refrigerator is a consideration for crops preferring cooler temperatures. Unfortunately, modern 
refrigerators are dehumidified – which is why most include crisping drawers for produce. Adding an open 
pan of water will help, but will increase your electric costs. Coolers, with the lid propped open to allow for 
some ventilation, can be used to prevent damage in locations that see large temperature swings. 

Storing crops in plastic bags can help preserve humidity – but too much can cause them to rot. Ventilation 
is important. A solution is to punch holes in the plastic. Wrapping crops in newspaper is another way to 
separate vegetables and minimize the effects of dry air. Doing so also helps to prevent the spread of rot 
from one fruit to another. Produce should be relatively dry before it is put away. Any water remaining on 
surfaces will cause rot. 

Some produce can give off ethylene gas that can accelerate growth. For example, apples should never be 
stored with potatoes as the gas encourages sprouting. Even small amounts of light can cause root 
vegetables like potatoes or carrots to sprout. Crops like these should be carefully covered to block out 
light. Warm temperatures also encourage growth. 
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Throughout the winter and spring, be sure to frequently inspect and remove any vegetables that show 
signs of rot. As the saying goes, “one bad apple spoils the bunch.” Rotting vegetables can serve as a source 
of fungal spores that will quickly spread. If it appears that your crop is not storing well, your best option 
might be to share it with friends before it spoils. 

Finally, as you select varieties for spring and summer planting, consider in advance if any of your crops will 
be stored next fall. If so, look for varieties with the best storage properties. For example, certain varieties 
of cabbage are better suited for storage than others. Dutch Flat varieties can persist in the field through 
heavy frosts and are sturdy enough to last in a cool garage or basement into the winter. Varieties such as 
Savoy, however, are grown primarily for fresh-eating and will not store well. Red potatoes will not store as 
a long as thicker skinned russet varieties. Delicata squash varieties will store for several months, but may 
not store as long as thick-skinned butternut varieties. As a rule of thumb, late maturing varieties are often 
a better choice for storage. 

For those wanting to learn more about different strategies for winter storage, Chemung County 
Cooperative Extension has published a detailed guide with many helpful hints, available here: http://
chemung.cce.cornell.edu/resources/storage-guidelines-for-fruits-vegetables.pdf . 
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